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We present a unified framework for the study of late time cosmic acceleration. Using methods of
effective field theory, we show that existing proposals for late time acceleration can be subsumed in a
single framework, rather than many compartmentalized theories. We construct the most general action
consistent with symmetry principles, derive the background and perturbation evolution equations, and
demonstrate that for special choices of our parameters we can reproduce results already existing in the
literature. Lastly, we lay the foundation for future work placing phenomenological constraints on the
parameters of the effective theory. Although in this paper we focus on late time acceleration, our
construction also generalizes the effective field theory of inflation to the scalar-tensor and multifield
case for perturbatively constructed backgrounds.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The observation of cosmic acceleration has provided a
fundamental quandary for particle physics. The accelera-
tion could be due to a tiny but nonzero vacuum energy
density (a cosmological constant), but then the fine-tuning
problem between the tiny cosmological constant and the
Planck scale must be addressed, either via anthropic argu-
ments or some new dynamics. It is also interesting to
consider, however, that the observed cosmic acceleration
may be arising from new dynamics in the gravity sector.
Experimental results suggest that at solar system scales
our world is accurately described by general relativity
(GR) [1], which is the unique Lorentz invariant theory of
spin-2 gravitons at low energies [2]. In order to explain the
observation that the Universe is accelerating on much
larger scales, without invoking a cosmological constant,
requires that we either add new degrees of freedom in the
stress-energy tensor, or that we alter the structure of gen-
eral relativity (more precisely the graviton propagator). In
the former case, the new dynamics enters through an addi-
tional scalar degree of freedom, for which a new hierarchy
problem between the Planck scale and the scalar mass
arises that must be addressed. In the latter case, consistent
modifications to GR lead to an additional scalar degree of
freedom as well. As we will elaborate on below, one
finds that the dynamics has an effective description as a
scalar-tensor theory for the range of scales relevant for
observations.
To date, most of the theoretical effort on dynamical dark
energy models have been phenomenological in nature.
This includes quintessence [3], K-essence [4], Brans-
Dicke theories [5], modifications of the Ricci scalar
(fðRÞ models) [6], first order phase transitions [7], sponta-
neous violation of Lorentz invariance (ghost condensation)
[8] and the Dvali-Gabadadze-Porrati (DGP) model [9].
Though on the surface, each appears to be a modification
or addition to a different part of GR, all of these models can
be rewritten as scalar-tensor theories in a different regime.
For example, quintessence is a scalar-tensor theory where
the scalar enters the action only through its potential and
interactions (and so reduces to ordinary GR plus a scalar
sector), while modified gravity theories come with an addi-
tional coupling to matter in the Einstein frame (or curva-
ture in the Jordan frame).
Thus far, the dominant approach in the literature has
been to choose one model and analyze its effects on the
expansion history and the matter power spectrum. Little
attempt has been made to unify these models into one
fundamental, theoretical framework. With a single frame-
work in place, one can analyze the constraints from data on
the coefficients of the terms in the effective action, and
more generally determine which classes of models are
consistent with the observations and more clearly see for
which reasons. Such an approach should simplify and
unify the phenomenological analysis of models of dark
energy. Given the generality of our approach, we will see
that many limiting cases of our action have already ap-
peared in the literature in one form or another.
At first it might seem hopeless to construct a single
action that could account for so many different ideas to
address cosmic acceleration. However, as long as we re-
strict our attention phenomenologically to the long dis-
tance (low-energy) regime where the theory is valid, we are
able to subsume many theories with different ultraviolet
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behavior into one theory. An analogous situation arises in
particle physics, where many different theories for electro-
weak symmetry breaking in the ultraviolet describe the
same low-energy phenomenology of the weak and electro-
magnetic interactions. To obtain the effective theory de-
scribing our low-energy world, one simply writes down all
the lowest order operators consistent with the symmetries
of the theory. Our goal here is to carry out this procedure
to describe the low-energy phenomenon of cosmic
acceleration.
In doing this, we unify all cosmic acceleration models
(and modified gravity alternatives) using the approach of
effective field theory (EFT). We write down the lowest
order corrections to the scalar-tensor theory and show
that with these corrections all the models of dark energy
described above can be reproduced. After some work and
rewriting of the lowest order terms in the action (which we
discuss in more detail later), the result is remarkably
simple1:
S ¼
Z
d4x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp  1
16GN
2ð’ÞR 1
2
Zð’Þg@’@’
Uð’Þ þ ð’Þ
4
ðg@’@’Þ2

þ Sm: (1)
We then proceed to do a perturbation analysis to determine
cosmologically relevant parameters for the evolution of
structure formation, such as the anisotropic stress. We
show that our analysis reproduces the existing results in
the literature. We leave for a second paper a more concrete
application to phenomenological analysis of dark energy
models, which will be useful for constraining them.
The outline of our paper is as follows: In the next section
we lay out details for arriving at the effective action (1) and
make some comparisons and connections with models al-
ready existing in the literature. In the following section, we
connect (1) to observations by deriving observable quanti-
ties, such as the expansion history, the anisotropic stress,
and the effective Newton constant. We also discuss how
our action again reduces in special cases to existing ideas
and models of dark energy. We then conclude and outline
future directions for the application of our framework to
data analysis and constraints on dark energy models. To
avoid obscuring the presentation, we leave a number of
technical results to the Appendices. These include the full
derivation of the action (1), as well as the resulting equa-
tions of motion (EOMs) at both the background level and
for cosmological perturbations. Our choice of conventions
are summarized in Appendix A.
II. PARAMETRIZING COSMIC ACCELERATION
As mentioned above, if we wish to construct a theory of
cosmic acceleration without invoking a cosmological con-
stant, this necessarily requires the addition of an effective
scalar degree of freedom. For the case of additional com-
ponents in the stress-energy tensor this is not difficult to
understand. Whatever comprises the substance driving the
expansion—whether it be a cosmic fluid, fundamental
scalar, or some other more exotic physics—it must result
in a single, dominant, adiabatic mode which respects the
homogeneity and isotropy of the background.2 Such a fluid
can then always be written as a scalar field with (when
necessary) a potential and possibly derivative interactions.3
In the case of modified gravity as general relativity plus a
scalar, the situation turns out to be a bit more subtle.
By a ‘‘modification of gravity,’’ we mean that we want to
alter the spin-2 structure of the graviton above solar system
length scales. This requires giving the graviton a mass,
whether explicitly as in massive gravity or effectively
through symmetry breaking. It is well known that in the
small wavelength limit such a mass term leads to the (in)
famous van Dam-Veltman-Zakharov discontinuity [11,12]
as one attempts to connect smoothly to the GR limit.4 This
presents a challenge for any modification of gravity. In
[13], it was pointed out that the physics responsible for this
discontinuity can be traced to the longitudinal component
of the graviton, in much the same way that occurs for
massive gauge bosons in gauge theories. The authors
then demonstrated that by elevating the parameter of the
broken time symmetry to a field (‘‘Stueckelberg trick’’),
one can nonlinearly realize the symmetry as in the analo-
gous case of the Higgs mechanism. This implies that below
the strong coupling scale (set by the graviton mass and
Newton’s constant) the effective description is that of
general relativity plus a derivatively coupled scalar field.
That is, in this range the modification of gravity is de-
scribed by a scalar-tensor theory. The strong coupling scale
marks the scale at which the scalar-tensor effective theory
breaks down and we must turn to the UV completion of the
theory. For the phenomenologically interesting case of an
1Throughout this paper we will work with the metric signature
mostly plus (;þ;þ;þ), and with natural units @ ¼ c ¼ 1. For
a full list of our notation and conventions we refer the reader to
the Appendix A.
2Of course at the level of perturbations things could be more
interesting.
3In fact, there is a more elegant way to see the appearance of
this scalar as discussed in [10] (see also [8]) The scalar appearing
to parametrize the physics can be thought of as the Goldstone
boson of the spontaneously broken time diffeomorphism of the
theory, which is simply the statement that the fluid represents a
preferred frame and can be treated as a ‘‘cosmic clock’’ in this
frame.
4This result was proven for an expansion around flat space-
time. On large scales, where such an approximation would break
down in the presence of a positive or negative cosmological
constant the situation can change. However, in this paper we are
interested in the modification of gravity as a replacement for a
positive cosmological constant, so that flat space-time case is
relevant.
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effective graviton mass of order the horizon scale today,
this strong coupling scale implies a UV cutoff for the
scalar-tensor theory of around 1=ð1000 kmÞ. It is above
this scale, that the UV completion of the theory will
determine whether a consistent connection with general
relativity is possible. This Goldstone approach (where the
scalar field in the scalar-tensor theory is the Goldstone
coming from the broken symmetry) was utilized, for ex-
ample, in [14,15] to obtain an effective field theory for
DGP models, which exhibit the expected behavior as illus-
trated in Fig. 1. It has also been used to develop the
effective field theory for single field inflation in [16].
A. Scalar-tensor effective field theory
We have argued above that in order to account for
cosmic acceleration in the absence of a cosmological
constant requires an additional, effective scalar degree of
freedom in addition to the spin-2 graviton of general
relativity. Thus, we take as our starting point the action
of a scalar-tensor theory
S0 ¼
Z
d4x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp m2p
2
20ð’ÞR
1
2
Z0ð’Þg@’@’
U0ð’Þ

þ Sm; (2)
where mp ¼ 1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
8GN
p ¼ 2:43 1018 GeV is the re-
duced Planck constant, g is the space-time metric, and
Sm represent any matter fields that are present, which
includes the standard model fields and cold dark matter.
By a conformal transformation (see Appendix F), we can
move from the Jordan frame where matter is not coupled to
the scalar, to the Einstein frame where the graviton (Ricci
curvature) is canonically normalized. We will perform our
calculations in the Jordan frame, as it is in this frame that
lengths and times correspond to those measured by labo-
ratory rulers and clocks—e.g., measurements of superno-
vae will be most easily interpreted in this frame. We stress,
however, that this is only for convenience, as any conclu-
sions drawn from experimental measurements will not
depend on the choice of frame. Because of the presence
of a new scalar force mediated by ’, the effective coupling
for the force measured in a Cavendish-type experiment
between two test masses is now given by [17]
Geff ¼ GN20
Z0 þ 8m2p020
Z0 þ 6m2p020
; (3)
which only reduces to the usual Newtonian constant in the
special case 0 ¼ 1.
We are interested in constructing the most general the-
ory of a scalar, graviton, and matter within an effective
field theory approach. This means that to the tree level
action we add the leading corrections consistent with the
symmetries. Working at the level of four derivatives and
after identifying terms that are equivalent up to a boundary
term, we find
S ¼
Z
d4x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp 1
4
ðg@’@’Þ2 þ 2
3
h’g@’@’þ 3
2
ðh’Þ2 þ b1
22m
T@’@’þ b2
22m
Tg@’@’
þ b3
2m
Th’þ c1
2
R@’@’þ c2
2
Rg@’@’þ c3 Rh’þ d1W
W þ d2WW
þ d3RR þ d4R2 þ e1
4m
TT þ e2
4m
T2 þ e3
2m
RT
 þ e4
2m
RT

; (4)
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FIG. 1 (color online). In DGP gravity it is posited that our
Universe is a 3-brane embedded in a higher-dimensional
Minkowski space-time. It is then argued that a weakening of
gravity on large scales in our 3þ 1-dimensional world could
offer an alternative explanation for observations of cosmic
acceleration. For scales smaller than the cosmological horizon,
but larger than around 1000 km, one finds that the physics is
described by a scalar-tensor theory. The Goldstone boson dis-
cussed in the text is geometrically realized as the so-called
‘‘brane bending mode.’’ Although this effective description in
terms of a scalar-tensor theory is valid cosmologically, for
locally bound objects of higher than average density, classical
nonlinearities can become important before reaching the strong
coupling scale UV—this is the Vainshtein effect [35].
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where i, bi, ci, di, and ei are all dimensionless functions
of ’=. We have written the matter contribution to the
action (dark matter plus standard model fields) in terms
of the stress-energy tensor T ¼ diagð; ~pÞ with  and
p the energy density and pressure, respectively. The
Weyl tensor isW	 ¼ R	  12 ðgR	  g	R 
gR	 þ g	RÞ þ R6 ðgg	  gg	Þ, and  and
m are the cutoffs where the scalar ’ and scalar-matter
effective theories break down, respectively. The cutoff,g,
for the gravity sector is implicitly assumed. The above
theory becomes invalid as we approach the lowest of the
three cutoffs—we will comment more on this below.
Given the full action, S ¼ S0 þ S, valid up to the four
derivative level, we now must eliminate any higher deriva-
tives appearing in the action using the equations of motion
at the two derivative level, i.e., those coming from S0
alone. Failure to do this can lead to spurious results, such
as the appearance of ghosts in the theory coming from
higher order time derivatives [18]. We find when we do
this, as shown in detail in Appendix B, that the most
general effective action at the four derivative level is
reduced to
S ¼
Z
d4x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp m2p
2
2ð’ÞR 1
2
Zð’Þg@’@’Uð’Þ þ ð’Þ
4
ðg@’@’Þ2 þ b1ð’Þ
22m
T@’@’
þ b2ð’Þ
22m
Tg@’@’þ d1ð’ÞWW þ d2ð’ÞWW þ e1ð’Þ
4m
TT þ e2ð’Þ
4m
T2
þ fð’Þ
~4
UT

þ Sm; (5)
with ~ a combination of , m and g. All the contribu-
tions from the reduction process are absorbed into the
redefinitions of Uð’Þ, the scalar potential and Z, , bi,
ei, and f, which are all dimensionless functions of ’. This
is our main result, and generalizes the results for the
effective theory of inflation in [18] to the scalar-tensor
case.5 However, for the purpose of addressing late time
cosmic acceleration this result can be simplified still fur-
ther by a judicious choice of the relevant terms. For ex-
plaining dynamics of the Universe today with critical
density  ð103 eVÞ4 we are interested in an effective
theory far below the mass of the electroweak gauge bosons
and the scale of quantum gravity. Thus, we expect that the
UV cutoff of the scalar sector should be far below that
where corrections to the standard model and/or quantum
gravity become important, i.e., m, g  . With this
hierarchy among the scales, we recover our proposed
action
S ¼
Z
d4x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp m2p
2
2ð’ÞR 1
2
Zð’Þg@’@’
Uð’Þ þ ð’Þ
4
ðg@’@’Þ2

þ Sm: (6)
From this action there are immediately some familiar
cases of dark energy proposals. For example, ordinary
quintessence is recovered for the choice 2 ¼ 1, Z ¼ 1,
and  ¼ 0. The EFT of quintessence is then characterized
by allowing these coefficients to receive corrections, which
will come with inverse powers of the cutoff. This repro-
duces the results of [19] if we consider the equations of
motion coming from (6) linearized in perturbations and
demand that the background admits a perturbative expan-
sion6 (see Appendix C for the full equations). We will
discuss the correspondence with dark energy models
more in the next section when discussing constraints
from observations. However, we would like to discuss the
connection with modified gravity, which may not be ap-
parent at the level of the action (6).
B. Connection with modified gravity
First, let us consider fðRÞ theories of modified gravity as
effective field theories. fðRÞ theories appear to be a modi-
fication of the GR action which, unlike quintessence, does
not involve a light scalar degree of freedom. The fðRÞ
5This also generalizes the results of [16], but to make contact
with that work we must refer to our perturbative analysis
appearing in the Appendices, since their EFT is done for the
perturbations and not the background. However, one naively
expects these two approaches are ultimately the same, since
the Goldstone field  is equivalent (nonlinearly) to our scalar
perturbation 
’ for the particular choice of comoving matter
gauge. The possible exceptions to this come from models with
nonperturbative (not EFT) backgrounds, around which one stud-
ies the EFT of the fluctuations. In those cases, one would need to
perform a nonlinear field redefinition to demonstrate the equiva-
lence at the level of fluctuations. Such models are of interest
because of their prediction for low sound speed and a high level
of non-Gaussianity, but in the approach of [16] this also requires
us to give up the ability to determine the background which must
be specified a priori from a UV complete theory.
6An example of a class of models that may not admit such an
expansion are provided by DBI-essence models [20], which
apply the ideas of DBI inflation [21] to the problem of dark
energy. In these models all the derivatives of the scalar may
become equally important—and so an effective field theory
approach to the background is not justified.
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action is given by
SfðRÞ ¼
m2p
2
Z
d4x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp fRþm2pfðRÞg þ Sm; (7)
where fðRÞ is an arbitrary function of the Ricci scalar. If we
now instead consider the action (6) with the choices Z ¼ 0,
2ð’Þ ¼ 1þmpf0, andUð’Þ ¼ m4p=2ð’f0  fÞ, then the
variation of (6) with respect to ’ gives mp’ ¼ R, and we
recover the original action (7) as long as f0ð’Þ  dd’ f and
f00ð’Þ are both nonvanishing. Thus, fðRÞ theories are
scalar-tensor theories, with the departure from GR being
solely captured by the scalar field with a specific choice for
a potential and a direct coupling to the Ricci scalar.
Although this class of theories can be captured by our
action (6), they are of little interest from an effective field
theory point of view, where the generic form of the cor-
rections would be fðRÞ ¼ c0 þ c1Rþ c2R2=þ . . . ,
where  is the high-energy cutoff and should be the scale
where classical gravity breaks down (near the Planck
scale). This is of course a UV or small wavelength modi-
fication of gravity, and does not help to address cosmo-
logical observations. Thus, any fðRÞ theory which
describes cosmic acceleration is not well described as an
EFT. On the other hand, the authors of [6] suggested a
nonlocal form fðRÞ ¼ 4=R for the correction. Such a
correction will have other theoretical problems, such as
the nonunitary scattering of low-energy gravitons. For
these reasons, we do not consider fðRÞ theories further,
though they are in fact scalar-tensor theories. In
Appendix D, we discuss in detail how the poor behavior
of fðRÞ as an EFT is manifest in the scalar-tensor picture.
As discussed above, we are more interested in modifi-
cations that, while preserving the successes of general
relativity at small length scales, would alter the propagator
of the spin-2 graviton at larger scales. One proposal for
such a theory is DGP gravity [9], where the modification
comes from restricting all fields but gravity to a 3-brane
embedded in five-dimensional Minkowski space-time. The
model then attempts to account for the cosmological ob-
servations of an accelerated expansion—even in the ab-
sence of vacuum energy—by the weakening of gravity on
large scales [22]. Although DGP in its original form is
most likely ruled out as an explanation for cosmic accel-
eration by both experimental [23–25] and theoretical con-
siderations [14], it still offers a valuable example of how
modifications of gravity can be described and scrutinized
using the methods of effective field theory.
The five-dimensional action for the model is
SDGP ¼ 2M35
Z
M
d5x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃGp RðGÞ þM24 Z
@M
d4x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp RðgÞ
 4M35
Z
@M
d4x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp KðgÞ; (8)
where GMN is the five-dimensional metric, g is our four-
dimensional metric restricted to the boundary or brane
denoted @M, and K is the extrinsic curvature of the brane.
The low-energy (infrared) cutoff of the theory is IR ¼
2M35=M
2
4, and for experiments probing energies above this
scale, gravity on the brane looks effectively four dimen-
sional. Using DGP to try and account for the observed
cosmic acceleration then suggests setting the IR cutoff at
the scale of the present horizon 1IR  H10  1028 cm.
Interestingly, this IR cutoff is related to the UV cutoff
UV ¼ ðmp2IRÞ1=3  1=ð1000 kmÞ, above which the the-
ory becomes strongly coupled.
Working within the regime IR & E & UV, it was
shown7 in [14] that the modification to general relativity
in the DGP model can be accounted for by adding an
additional scalar degree of freedom’—the so-called brane
bending mode—to Einstein’s theory of a massless spin-2
graviton. The DGP action in the Einstein frame and in the
presence of matter is
~S DGP ¼
Z
d4x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ~gp m2p
2
~R 1
2
~g@’@’
 1
3
~g@’@’ ~h’þ 12mp ’
~T

þ ~Sm; (9)
where ~Sm is the action for any matter present,   UV,
and the term involving the trace of the matter stress-tensor
shows the nonminimal coupling in the Einstein frame
(which we denote by a tilde). The form of the coupling
to matter is a result of linearizing around a flat background,
but holds in curved backgrounds if’ is small, as is required
for the theory is to be phenomenologically viable.
Now we demonstrate that the action (9) can be repro-
duced as a special case of our action (1). To show this
simply requires a bit of rearranging. The transformation to
go to the Jordan frame where matter is minimally coupled
to the metric is given by
 ¼ eð’=
ﬃﬃ
6
p
mpÞ; (10)
where is the conformal factor taking us from the Jordan
frame to the Einstein frame, i.e., ~g ¼ 2g. Using the
rules presented in Appendix F, we find
SDGP ¼
Z
d4x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp m2p
2
2Rþ Lder

þ Sm; (11)
where Sm is the minimally coupled matter action, there is
no explicit kinetic term for ’, and Lder represents deriva-
tive interactions arising from transforming the derivative
interactions in (9). Transforming the Einstein frame de-
rivative interactions to the Jordan frame we have
7The presence of the scalar ’ was first shown for DGP in [14]
by considering the model in the limit that 4D gravity decoupled
from the theory, which lead to later criticism, see e.g., [26].
However, recently this result was shown (using different meth-
ods) to a be locally exact, and to hold even without taking a
decoupling limit for the graviton [27].
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 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ~gp 1
3
~g@’@’ ~h’! ð4 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp Þ 1
3
ð2gÞ@’@’ð2h’þ 22g1@@’Þ
¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp  1
3
ð@’Þ2h’þ 2ﬃﬃﬃ
6
p
mp
3
ð@’Þ4

; (12)
where in the last step we have used the form of the
conformal factor for DGP. If we compare this with (2) and
(4), we see that DGP is a scalar-tensor theory with 2 ¼
e2’=
ﬃﬃ
6
p
mp , Z ¼ 0, and where only the first two higher
derivative corrections in (4) are considered with 1 ¼ 2
and 2 ¼ 1 and all other terms in (4) are set to zero.
Thus, the simplified action (6) includes the DGPmodel as a
specific choice of parameters, but also allows for its gen-
eralization, which could lead to more phenomenologically
viable possibilities. It is noteworthy that because of our
procedure for finding the higher derivative equations of
motion in a way that is perturbatively built up from the
lower order equations of motion, the resulting EFT (6) will
automatically be ghost free,8 and no new states will appear
in the theory.9 [18,28]
C. The effective field theory of inflation
Before moving on to observations, we would again like
to emphasize that this same framework can be used for
analyzing early Universe acceleration, i.e., inflationary
models. If we are interested in considering cosmic infla-
tion, then we can simply decouple the matter sector (i.e.,
send m ! 1) and choose g    mp. In this case
field redefinitions can be used to eliminate the conformal
factor 2ð’Þ and Zð’Þ, and we reproduce the effective
field theory of inflation that was presented in [18]. In this
paper the main conclusion was that the leading correction
to the scalar sector comes from the terms of the ‘‘DBI or K-
essence type,’’ [21] a result that can be read off from (5),
since the term containing ð’Þ survives in the limit that we
decouple matter. However, if we instead keep the matter
sector (e.g., choosing it to be a another scalar field), and set
m  mp, this generalizes the results appearing in that
paper to the two field case [29].
III. CONSTRAINTS FROM OBSERVATIONS
In this section we connect the proposed action for pa-
rametrizing cosmic acceleration and modified gravity (6)
with observations to see what phenomenological con-
straints we can place on the parameters appearing in the
fundamental Lagrangian.
A. Background evolution
Observations of the cosmic microwave background sug-
gest that at high redshifts (z  1100) the Universe was
described to very good accuracy by a homogeneous and
isotropic background. Thus, we consider the Jordan frame
metric
ds2 ¼ dt2 þ a2ðtÞ

dr2
1 r2 þ r
2d2 þ r2sin2d2

;
(13)
where  is the spatial curvature, which can be negative,
positive, or zero, and the expansion is measured in terms of
the Jordan frame Hubble parameter,H ¼ ddt lnaðtÞ. In what
follows we will consider the spatially flat case ( ¼ 0),
though nontrivial curvature can easily be included. The
equations of motion coming from the action (6) are derived
in detail in Appendix B and C. Using (B12) for the choice
of metric above we find the modified Einstein equations
3Fð’Þ

H2 þH d
dt
lnFð’Þ

¼ m2p

þ 1
2
Zð’Þ _’2 þUð’Þ þ 3
4
ð’Þ _’4

; (14)
Fð’Þ

2 _H H d
dt
lnFð’Þ þ €Fð’ÞFð’Þ1

¼ m2p

þ pþ Zð’Þ _’2 þ 4
4
ð’Þ _’4

; (15)
where we introduce F ¼ 2 as the conformal factor ap-
pearing in (6) to simplify the equations. As we have argued
above, these equations are general enough to give an
adequate parametrization of scalar-tensor theories, a cos-
mological constant or dark energy (F ¼ 1), and modified
gravity (F  1). For example, if we take the conformal
factor2 ¼ F ¼ 1, then we recover the equations describ-
ing a universe with a perfect fluid characterized by its
pressure p and energy density , in the presence of a
minimally coupled scalar field ’. In this special case, we
see that if the contribution from the fluid is negligible, then
the scalar field must roll very slowly to account for a period
of cosmic acceleration, i.e., _’  0 if we want a de Sitter
like phase _H  0.
We would like to connect the background Eqs. (14) and
(15) directly with observations. The first question to ask
is—given a particular choice of parameters appearing in
8Of course, this assumes that all coefficients are taken positive.
9A similar conclusion was reached in a very different way in
[27], where a special symmetry (Galileon symmetry) was in-
voked to get a subset of operators that are also ghost free, even
when one wishes to not treat the theory as an EFT. The form of
the equations for DGP in (9) are an example of such a ‘‘special’’
Galileon theory. However, as an EFT, the method followed here
is adequate to ensure the absence of ghosts in the regime where
the EFT remains valid.
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these equations (corresponding to a particular choice of
model to address cosmic acceleration), does such a model
reproduce the observed cosmic expansion history? To an-
swer this question it is more convenient to cast the equa-
tions above in terms of cosmic redshift 1þ z ¼ a0=a
instead of cosmic time,
3F

H2 H2ð1þ zÞ d
dz
lnF

¼ m2p

3H20ð1þ zÞ3ð0Þm þ
3
4
ð’Þ _z4ð@z’Þ4
þ 1
2
Zð’Þ _z2ð@z’Þ2 þUð’Þ

; (16)
@2zFþ

2
1þ zþ
d
dz
lnH

@zF

2
1þ z
d
dz
lnH

F
¼  m
2
p
ð1þ zÞ2H2

3ð1þ zÞ3H20ð0Þm þ Zð’Þ _z2ð@z’Þ2
þ 4
4
ð’Þ _z4ð@z’Þ4

; (17)
where we note that _z ¼ ð1þ zÞHðzÞ and we are free to
set a0 ¼ 1. We have assumed that radiation is negligible
compared to matter, so that  / 1=a3 and p ¼ 0, and we
can express the matter density in terms of the relative
abundance, i.e., m  m=c ¼ ðH0=HÞ2ð0Þm ð1þ zÞ3,
with c ¼ 3H2m2p the critical density.
There are several ways to proceed to see if a given model
is viable for reproducing the expansion history (see e.g.,
[30]). Following the approach discussed in [17], and re-
quiring a given theory to agree with the observed expan-
sion history as derived from CDM, we can obtain a
constraint on the underlying parameters of the theory.
Thus a given model must reproduce the recent expansion
history
H2ðzÞ ¼ H20ðð0Þ þð0Þm ð1þ zÞ3Þ; (18)
with the measured values ð0Þ ¼ 0:734 0:029, H0 ¼
71:0 2:5 km=s=Mpc, and m ¼ 0:222 0:026 [31].
Consider as an example quintessence, which corresponds
to setting F ¼ 1; Z ¼ 1 and  ¼ 0 in (16) and (17). We
can then invert these equations to find expressions for the
evolution of the scalar and potential
d’
dz
¼  mpð1þ zÞH

2ð1þ zÞH2 d
dz
lnH
 3H0ð1þ zÞ3m

1=2
; (19)
Uð’Þ
m2p
¼ 3H2  3
2
ð1þ zÞ3H20m  ð1þ zÞH2
d
dz
lnH;
(20)
which reproduces the so-called reconstruction equations
found e.g., in [32]. If we then use the expression (18) in
these equations we see that the CDM prediction can be
mimicked by a specific choice of scalar field dynamics.10
This is an example of the well known fact that expansion
history alone cannot distinguish between different models.
As another example of a model with F ¼ 1, we can
consider ‘‘K-essence like’’ models [4] where higher de-
rivative terms are used to construct a viable model. For
these models it is standard to compare the scalar terms with
those of a perfect fluid, where one finds that by defining
X  g@’@’ and noting that for F ¼ 1 the scalar
terms in (6) give the Lagrangian L ¼ 12Zð’ÞX þ
ð’ÞX2=4 Uð’Þ, the energy density and pressure are
 ¼ 2X @L
@X
L ¼ 1
2
Zð’Þ _’2 þ 3
4
ð’Þ _’4 þUð’Þ;
(21)
p ¼ L ¼ 1
2
Zð’Þ _’2 þ 1
4
ð’Þ _’4 Uð’Þ; (22)
respectively. Then the condition for a viable model of
cosmic acceleration can be imposed on the equation of
state
w ¼
1
2Zð’Þ _’2 þ 14 ð’Þ _’4 Uð’Þ
1
2Zð’Þ _’2 þ 34 ð’Þ _’4 þUð’Þ
; (23)
where the current bound on a constant equation of state
today is w0 ¼ 0:97 0:08 [33].
A related case is derived when the field possesses a shift
symmetry ’! ’þ c, so that the scalar is only deriva-
tively coupled, and we have Uð’Þ ¼ 0, and Z0 and 0 are
both constants. This is the particular limit of our action
corresponds to that considered in ghost condensation [8].
The scalar equation of motion can be written
@
@t

a3 _’
@LðXÞ
@X

¼ 0; (24)
meaning that as a! 1 either _’! 0 or @XLðXÞ ! 0. In
addition, the stability of fluctuations in such a model
requires @2XLðX0Þ> 0. The case _’! 0 does not lead to
a viable model of acceleration in the absence of a potential
[as can be seen from (23)]. Considering the other case for
the EFT above, we find
@L
@X
¼ 1
2
Z0 þ 20
4
X ¼ 0; (25)
@2L
@X2
¼ 20
4
> 0; (26)
where in general 0 and Z0 should be order one coeffi-
10It should be noted that requiring a given model to reproduce
the predictions of CDM is actually an overly stringent require-
ment, since for a given set of observations at low redshift, the
behavior at higher redshift can actually be much less restrictive.
Regardless, we will see that even given this more stringent
constraint, it is possible for a large range of theoretical parame-
ters to exactly reproduce the CDM history.
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cients. The second condition (26) is in fact a general
expectation derived from causality, that theories with a
UV completion give positive contributions to the low-
energy effective action [34]. As a result, cosmic accelera-
tion and the condition (25) implies the field is a ghost
(Z0 < 0). Such theories stretch the validity of the EFT
expansion, since the cosmic acceleration implies h _’2i 
4, unless Z0 and 0 are less than one. This means that as
the Universe begins to accelerate, the irrelevant operators
in the theory, which are normally suppressed by higher
powers of h _’2i=2, are beginning to become equally im-
portant. This is an important caveat that must be kept in
mind in applying our theory to existing dark energy
models.
Another connection we would like to comment on is the
relation to the EFT of quintessence appearing recently in
[19], where the authors extended previous work using
Goldstone methods to construct an EFT for inflation [16].
The authors construct an effective field theory for the
fluctuations around a fixed, accelerating background. It
was shown in [18], for the case of inflation, that this
approach yields the same final results as the methods we
are taking in this paper if both the background and pertur-
bations are treated within the EFT. For the sake of com-
pleteness, we do a similar comparison in Appendix E,
where we find that by expanding the action in quadratic
fluctuations about the background values we recover the
EFT of quintessence presented in [19].
We can see from (14) that we can also reproduce the
background expansion qualitatively as in DGP. Recalling
F ¼ e2’=ð
ﬃﬃ
6
p
mpÞ,  ¼ 0, Z ¼ 0, and that there is no po-
tential term in DGP, we find
H2  2 _’ﬃﬃﬃ
6
p
mp
H ¼ 
3m2p
; (27)
which qualitatively reproduces the well-known DGP result
at leading order
H2  H
rc
¼ 
3m2p
; (28)
with the identification 2 _’=
ﬃﬃﬃ
6
p ¼ mp=rc.
The examples above demonstrate the ability of multiple
theories to give indistinguishable results from that of a
simple CDM model at low redshift. As a more general
example, combining (14) and (15) to eliminate Zð’Þ, we
find
@2zFþ

d
dz
lnH  4
1þ z

@zF
þ

6
ð1þ zÞ2 
2
1þ z
d
dz
lnH

F
¼ m
2
p
ð1þ zÞ2H2

2Uþ 2
4
ð’Þ _z4ð@z’Þ4
þ 3ð1þ zÞ3H20ð0Þm

: (29)
In special cases, e.g., vanishing scalar potential, by enforc-
ing the expansion history (18) in (29), one can solve this
equation to find an Fð’Þ that reproduces the observed
expansion history. The function F is further constrained
by fifth force experiments, fixing a boundary condition on
the derivative of F. This is not sufficient, however, to
uniquely determine the form of F. Another approach is
to have a fundamental theory that provides a specific form
for the function F, such as DGP where F ¼ e2’=ð
ﬃﬃ
6
p
mpÞ.
Then (29) provides a constraint on the model if it is to
adequately reproduce the cosmic expansion history (18). A
caveat, however, is that the condition on the derivative of F
coming from fifth force experiments need not be enforced
if a period of strong coupling for the scalar appears before
reaching solar system scales. Examples of such strong
coupling behavior are exhibited by the Vainshtein effect
[35], or the ‘‘chameleon mechanism’’ [36,37].
We see that whether one is looking to reconstruct a
theory given the data, or whether we are interested in
testing a particular model, distance measures alone are
not adequate to distinguish dark energy models from modi-
fied gravity. Instead, we must combine this constraint with
the growth of structure as we now discuss.
B. Evolution of density perturbations
We saw in the previous section that the expansion his-
tory of the background alone is not enough to distinguish
different models for addressing cosmic acceleration, even
though it can constrain some of the free parameters. This
degeneracy can be confronted if we complement these
considerations with probes of the growth of cosmic struc-
ture. In this section we discuss how additional constraints
can be placed on the effective theory (6) by considering the
growth of structure in the linear regime.
We are interested in the growth of structure coming from
the evolution of density perturbations. In Appendix C, we
present the equations describing the evolution of perturba-
tions at the linear level coming from the effective theory
(6) in full generality. Here, for simplicity, we will work
directly in longitudinal gauge, where we fix the gauge
freedom appearing in (C10)–(C13) by the choice E ¼ 0,
B ¼ 0, so that the metric for scalar density perturbations is
given by
ds2 ¼ ð1þ 2Þdt2 þ a2ðtÞð1 2c Þ
ijdxidxj: (30)
We will denote the background value of quantities by a bar,
and so the scalar field is then ’ðt; ~xÞ ¼ ’ðtÞ þ 
’ðt; ~xÞ. In
the matter part, we are interested in the growth of structure
in the matter dominated regime where the contribution
from radiation is negligible, and we have m / 1=a3 and
pm ¼ 0. The perturbations of the fluid are then given by

mðt; ~xÞ, 
pm ¼ 0, and @i
u ¼ 
T0i , with 
u the
matter peculiar velocity potential.
It is useful to introduce the gauge invariant density
contrast
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m ¼ 
mm þ pm  3H
u; (31)
which, working in longitudinal gauge and in the period of
matter domination, allows us to write the perturbed con-
servation Eqs. (C5) and (C6) as
_
m ¼  k
2
a2
þ 3 _c  3 d
dt
ðH
uÞ; (32)
 ¼  _
u; (33)
where we work with the comoving wave number defined
through k2 ¼ @2i , and we have assumed that matter has
negligible shear [i.e.,  ¼ 0 in (C5) and (C6)]. However,
for the scalar-tensor and modified gravity cases, working in
the Jordan frame we will have a nonzero anisotropic stress
arising from the contribution of the nontrivial coupling
2 ¼ F  1 appearing in (6). Indeed, from the nondiago-
nal components of (C13) we find
c  ¼ 2
0


’; (34)
where we see that  1 implies anisotropic stress, which
we note would be absent in the Einstein frame where ¼
1. Note that in DGP, for example,  ¼ e’=ð
ﬃﬃ
6
p
mpÞ, so that
c  ¼  2ﬃﬃ
6
p 
’
mp
 a2
k2


3m2p
, where (C10) is used to get the
last equality. Note that this result matches onto the expres-
sions in, e.g., [24], in the limit  ¼ 1. We leave for future
work the exact matching in the limit   1, which we
arises from superhorizon corrections, at energy scales be-
low the infrared cutoff of the EFT. We leave the exact
matching to DGP, including these superhorizon corrections
for future work. The presence of this anisotropic stress can
then be measured by the fact that gravitational redshifts
and weak lensing depend on the combination þ c ,
whereas the dynamics of nonrelativistic matter depend on
 alone as we will now see.11
Combining the conservation Eqs. (32) and (33), we find
€
m þ 2H
m þ

k
a

2
 ¼ 6H d
dt
ðc H
uÞ
þ 3 d
2
dt2
ðc H
uÞ; (35)
which is the generalization of Newtonian fluid mechanics
to a cosmological background. For observations of growth
we are interested in modes that are far inside the Hubble
radius, i.e., k aH where p ¼ a=k is the physical wave-
length. In this limit the Eqs. (C10)–(C13) dramatically
simplify, and we find
k2
a2
  4Geff 
m; (36)
where Geff is given by (3). This approximation reduces to
that found in [38] for the case  ¼ 1 and to the scalar-
tensor case found in [17]. The fact that the small wave-
length approximation agrees with the scalar-tensor case is
an important check, since after using the equations of
motion at the two derivative level we found that our
more general Lagrangian only differs from a scalar-tensor
theory by the higher derivative correction _’4=4, which on
small time scales should be negligible. We see that the
result agrees with this expectation. In the case of modified
gravity, similar behavior has been noted for ghost conden-
sation, where it was pointed out that the effect of the higher
derivative correction would only now begin to become
important [8]. Thus, the key observable coming from this
expression is the dependence of the effective Newton
constantGeff on the conformal factor ¼ ð’Þ. By using
the approximate expression for the metric perturbation in
(35), we find the equation describing the evolution of the
density contrast
€
m þ 2H _
m  4Geff 
m  0; (37)
which again is the result obtained in [17]. It is notable that
this result is remarkably simple. That is, we regain the well
known equation for growth, but with the simple observa-
tion that the effective Newton constant can vary from that
of the usual GR case. Indeed, the growth of fluctuations as
given by (37) gives an important way to distinguish various
theories predicting differing values for Geff , since theories
predicting larger (smaller) values of Geff will result in
structure forming faster (slower) than the standard
CDM scenario.
Making use of the redshift relation a ¼ 1=ð1þ zÞ, we
can cast this in the more observationally relevant form
@2z
m þ

2
d
dz
lnH  1
1þ z

@z
m
 3
2
ð1þ zÞ

H20
H2

GeffðzÞ
GN
m
m: (38)
This equation for growth, along with the variation of the
Newton constant, and the constraint (29) coming from the
expansion history, can be used to place stringent con-
straints on the parameters of the effective theory (1).
Such an approach has already been used in the specific
cases of DGP and fðRÞ, where it was found that these
theories are not observationally viable—see, e.g., [23]
and references therein.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In this paper we have derived a formalism for combining
existing proposals for dark energy and modified gravity
into a single framework. We find that the effective field
theory analysis of scalar-tensor theory provides a compel-
ling framework to accomplish such a task. We have con-
structed the most general, local and unitary action, and11For an overview with references see, e.g., [23].
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calculated the leading corrections to fourth order in deriva-
tives for all of the fields. We find that we can reproduce the
results of many different models of dark energy with this
framework.
We have seen that the effective theory (1) can capture
the crucial physics of modified gravity theories for inter-
mediate scales between the horizon and the Solar System.
However, there remain several challenges to obtaining an
even more complete discussion. It would be interesting to
see if our approach could be pushed to superhorizon scales,
where measurements like those of the cosmic microwave
background could allow further constraints. This has been
done through a more phenomenological approach—the so-
called parametrized post Friedmann formalism of [23];
however, it is not clear whether the approach we have
taken here can be pushed to such scales in a similar fash-
ion. The parametrized post Friedmann formalism makes
the crucial assumption that in models like DGP, above the
horizon where the model becomes intrinsically five dimen-
sional, if four-dimensional energy/momentum conserva-
tion holds one can still proceed. If one takes all fields
into consideration, this seems a reasonable assumption,
even though a given sector (like that of the scalar ’) will
not be separately conserved. We leave extending our meth-
ods to superhorizon scales to a future publication [29].
A more challenging problem is that of small scales, as
perturbations evolve into the nonlinear regime. This offers
an important test of these theories, especially in the case of
modified gravity, for it is in this regime that one expects the
strong coupling of the scalar to reduce to GR. Moreover,
we have focused on cosmological applications, but in the
presence of clustered and dense objects, we expect that
something like the Vainshtein effect [35] could become
relevant, and our effective theory will break down. This
breakdown is not due to the strong coupling at the scale
UV, but is instead a purely classical effect and could be
crucial in understanding how effective field theories in the
case of modified gravity can be connected to GR in the
appropriate limit.
Within the regime of the validity of our EFT, below the
horizon size but above the length scale of the Solar System,
we have argued that these theories are appropriately de-
scribed by GR plus a nonminimally coupled scalar field.
This fact was already well known in the case of DGP and
fðRÞ theories, but we argued here that this can be extended
to all other consistent modifications as well. Within our
EFT framework, we have seen that strong observational
constraints can be placed on these theories. These con-
straints come from observations that restrict the expansion
history and the growth of structure. We saw that the choice
of parameters in the effective theory can determine
whether growth can be either faster or slower depending
on the value of the effective Newton constant. In addition,
modified gravity theories result in a non-negligible aniso-
tropic stress, which, by combining measures of structure
growth with, e.g., weak lensing, can be used to distinguish
these models from those of dark energy. Such an approach
can be carried out in a similar way to that accomplished in
the literature for the special cases of DGP and fðRÞ (see,
e.g., [23] and references therein). We plan to continue this
approach in a future publication [29], to demonstrate gen-
erally which are the features of a theory of modified gravity
necessary to produce the observed acceleration and struc-
ture growth.
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APPENDIX A: NOTATION AND CONVENTIONS
Throughout the paper, we work with metric signature
(;þ;þ;þ) and with natural units @ ¼ 1, c ¼ 1. Our
conventions are such that


 ¼ 12g	ð@g	 þ @g	  @	gÞ; (A1)
R ¼ @  @ þ   ; (A2)
W	 ¼ R	  12 ðgR	  g	R  gR	
þ g	RÞ þ R6 ðgg	  gg	Þ; (A3)
T ¼  2ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp 
Sm
g ; (A4)
with Sm the matter action.
APPENDIX B: EFFECTIVE FIELD THEORY
ANALYSIS OF A SCALAR-TENSOR THEORY
We start with the tree level scalar-tensor theory written
in the Jordan frame:
S0 ¼
Z
d4x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp m2p
2
20ð’ÞR
1
2
Z0ð’Þg@’@’
U0ð’Þ

þ Sm: (B1)
Variation with respect to g gives
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R  12 gR ¼
1
m2p
2
0

T þ Z0@’@’
 g

1
2
Z0g
@’@’þU0

þ 1
20
ðrr  ghÞ20: (B2)
Taking the trace of this equation we find
R ¼ 1
m2p
2
0
½T þ Z0g@’@’þ 4U0 þ 3
20
h20;
(B3)
so that (B2) in its trace-reduced form is
R ¼ 1
m2p
2
0

T  12 gT þ Z0@’@’þ gU0

þ 1
20

rr þ 12 gh

20: (B4)
If we vary (B1) with respect to ’, we find the scalar
equation of motion
Z0h’þ 12Z00g@’@’ ¼ U00 m2p000R: (B5)
Sm gives the stress-energy tensor, (A4), whose details
become relevant later.
We add to (B1) the leading EFT corrections with four
derivatives:
S ¼
Z
d4x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp 1
4
ðg@’@’Þ2 þ 2
3
h’g@’@’þ 3
2
ðh’Þ2 þ b1
22m
T@’@’þ b2
22m
Tg@’@’
þ b3
2m
Th’þ c1
2
R@’@’þ c2
2
Rg@’@’þ c3 Rh’þ d1W
W þ d2WW
þ d3RR þ d4R2 þ e1
4m
TT þ e2
4m
T2 þ e3
2m
RT
 þ e4
2m
RT

; (B6)
where i, bi, ci, di, and ei are algebraic functions of ’,W
is the Weyl tensor, and  and m are the cutoffs for ’ and
the matter, respectively, and the gravitational coupling
g mp is implicit given the standard normalization of
the graviton.
Next, we use the tree level (second order in derivatives)
EOMs, (B2)–(B5), to eliminate the higher order time de-
rivatives in (B6) as discussed in, e.g., [18] (see also [28]).
This procedure is equivalent to solving S0 þ S and then
expanding the results in powers of the EFT cutoffs, and
guarantees the absence of ghost degrees of freedom, which
would appear if the fact that the EFT terms are small were
not taken into account. Before we apply this reduction
process, note that on the right-hand side of (B2)–(B5) there
are still double derivatives acting on the fields. Using
rrXð’Þ ¼ X00@’@’þ X0rr’;
hXð’Þ ¼ X00g@’@’þ X0h’;
we can solve (B3) and (B5) for R and h’ in terms of
quantities with at most one derivative.
m2p
2
0ðZ0 þ 6m2p020 ÞR
¼ Z0T þ 4Z0U0 þ 6m2p000U00
þ fZ0ðZ0 þ 6m2pð020 þ0000 ÞÞ
 3m2p000Z00gg@’@’; (B7)
ðZ0 þ 6m2p020 Þh’þ
1
2
Z00g@’@’
¼ U00 
00
0
f4U0  T þ ðZ0 þ 6m2pð020 þ0000 ÞÞ
 g@’@’g: (B8)
We can rewrite the right-hand side of (B2) to get
m2p
2
0R ¼ TþðZ0þ 2m2pð020 þ0000 ÞÞ@’@’
þ 2m2p000rr’þgðZ0þ 6m2p020 Þ1




Z0
2
þ 2m2p020

TþðZ0þ 2m2p020 ÞU0
þm2p000U00þm2p0

000Z0
1
2
00Z
0
0

g@’@’

: (B9)
Now let us perform the reduction of (B6):
(i) 1, b1, b2, d1, d2, e1, and e2 terms do not have two
time derivatives and do not need to be reduced.
(ii) With (B8), 2 term is made to contribute to Z0, 1,
and b2.
(iii) 3 contributes to Z0, U0, 1, b2, e2, and it also
generates a term like fð’ÞU0T.
(iv) b3 contributes to b2, e2, and fð’ÞU0T.
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(v) c1 is nontrivial due to rr’ in (B9). But sinceﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp fð’Þrr’r’r’
¼ 12
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp fr’rðr’@’Þ
¼ 12
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp ff0ðr’@’Þ2 þ fh’r’@’g;
it reduces itself to 1 and 2 types. Therefore, c1
contributes to Z0, 1, b1 and b2.
(vi) c2: Z0, 1, and b2.
(vii) c3: Z0, U0, 1, b2, e2, and fð’ÞU0T.
(viii) d3: Z0, U0, 1, b1, b2, e1, e2, and fð’ÞU0T.
(ix) d4: Z0, U0, 1, b2, e2, and fð’ÞU0T.
(x) e3: b1, b2, e1, e2, and fð’ÞU0T.
(xi) e4: b2, e2, and fð’ÞU0T.
In summary, the EFT corrected action has the form of
S ¼
Z
d4x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp m2p
2
2ð’ÞR 1
2
Zð’Þg@’@’
Uð’Þ þ ð’Þ
4
ðg@’@’Þ2
þ b1ð’Þ
22m
T@’@’þ b2ð’Þ
22m
Tg@’@’
þ d1WW þ d2WW
þ e1
4m
TT þ e2
4m
T2 þ fð’Þ
~4
UT

þ Sm; (B10)
where ~4  ~M4ð1þm2pj0j2Þ with ~M4 ¼ 4, 22m,
2m2p, 
2
mm
2
p or m
4
p. All the contributions from the reduc-
tion process are absorbed into the redefinition of Z, U, ,
bi, ei, and f.
So far, we have not assumed any hierarchy among,m
and mp. In the early Universe where  may not be much
different from mp, all the EFT corrections can be of a
similar size and we have to take all of them into consid-
eration. However, for the purpose of addressing late time
cosmic acceleration this result can be simplified still fur-
ther by a judicious choice of the relevant terms. For ex-
plaining dynamics of the Universe today with critical
density  ð103 eVÞ4, we are interested in an effective
theory far below the mass of the electroweak gauge bosons
and the scale of quantum gravity. Thus, we expect that the
UV cutoff of the scalar sector should be far below that
where corrections to the standard model and/or quantum
gravity become important, i.e.,m;g  . Thus, b, d, e,
and f terms can be neglected compared to . Then, the
EFT corrected action for the dark energy analysis is
S ¼
Z
d4x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp m2p
2
2ð’ÞR 1
2
Zð’Þg@’@’
Uð’Þ þ ð’Þ
4
ðg@’@’Þ2

þ Sm; (B11)
and the corresponding EOMs are
m2p
2R ¼ T  1
2

 T þ Zg@’@’þ 
U
þm2p

rr þ 12


h

2
 
4
ðg	@’@	’Þ2ð4g@’@’
 
 g@’@’Þ; (B12)
Zh’ ¼ U0 m2p0R 12Z
0g@’@’
þ 3
0
4
ðg@’@’Þ2 þ 4
4
ðh’g@’@’
þ 2@’@’rr’Þ: (B13)
APPENDIX C: COSMOLOGICAL
PERTURBATIONS
In this section, we obtain the perturbative expansion of
the full EOMs, (B12) and (B13). For cosmological pertur-
bations we work with coordinate time, assume negligible
spatial curvature (this can easily be included), and parame-
trize the metric and scalar perturbations as
ds2 ¼ ½1þ 2ðt; ~xÞdt2 þ 2aðtÞ@iBðt; ~xÞdtdxi
þ aðtÞ2½ð1 2c ðt; ~xÞÞ
ij þ 2@i@jEðt; ~xÞdxidxj;
(C1)
’ðt; ~xÞ ¼ ’ðtÞ þ 
’ðt; ~xÞ; (C2)
respectively, where bars indicate background quantities.
Matter perturbations are given by
T00 ¼   
;
T0i ¼ ð þ pÞ@i
u;
Tij ¼ 
ij pþ 
ij
pþ @i@j;
T ¼  þ 3 p 
þ 3
pþ @2i :
(C3)
The matter satisfies the conservation equation, rT ¼ 0,
whose zeroth order piece is
_þ 3Hð þ pÞ ¼ 0; (C4)
and first order parts are
@i½
pþ @2i þ @t½ð þ pÞ
u
þ 3Hð þ pÞ
uþ ð þ pÞ ¼ 0; (C5)
_
þ 3Hð
þ 
pÞ þ @2i

 þ p
a
Bþ þ p
a2

uþH

þ ð þ pÞð3 _c þ @2i _EÞ ¼ 0: (C6)
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The zeroth order EOMs obtained from (B12) and (B13)
are
’: U0 þ
0

ð þ 3 p 4 UÞ
þ

3H _’þ _’2
0


ð Zþ 6 02Þ
þ 1
2 _’
@t½ _’2ð Zþ 6 02Þ þ 12H _’3 
4
þ 3
_’
@t

_’4

4

¼ 0; (C7)
00:
þ 3 p
2
 Uþ 3ðH2 þ _HÞ 2 þ _’2 Z
þ 3ðH _’þ €’Þ  0 þ 3 _’2ð 02 þ  00Þ
þ 3 _’4 
4
¼ 0; (C8)
ii:
 þ p
2
 Uþ ð3H2 þ _HÞ 2 þ ð5H _’þ €’Þ  0
þ _’2ð 02 þ  00Þ  _’4 
4
¼ 0; (C9)
where F0 ¼ dFð’Þd’ j ’,  ¼ mpð ’Þ and an overdot implies
a time derivative. They determine the expansion history of
a model, or we can use them to constrain a model to give
the observed expansion history of the Universe.
The first order EOMs, slightly simplified by using (C7)–
(C9), are
’:
0

ð
þ 3
pþ @2i Þ ¼

Zþ 6 02 þ 4 _’2 
4

@2i 
’
a2
þ 3 _’ _c þ _’

@2i
B
a
 @2i _E



Zþ 6 02 þ 12 _’2 
4

ð €
’ _’ _Þ þ

2 U0 þ 2
0

ð þ 3 p 4 UÞ
þ ð3H _’þ 2 €’Þð Zþ 6 02Þ  12H _’3 
4
 6 _’4 
0
4
 _
’
_’
þ
 0

ð _þ 3 _pÞ þ

3@t½H _’ þ 2 _’ €’
0


ð Zþ 6 02Þ þ @t½ €’ð Zþ 6 02Þ
þ 12@t½H _’3 
4
þ 12@t

_’2 €’

4


’
_’
 2

U0 þ
0

ð þ 3 p 4 UÞ
 12H _’3 
4
 3
_’
@t

_’4

4

; (C10)
00:  
þ 3
pþ @
2
i 
2
¼ 2 _’ Zð _
’ _’Þ þ ð _’2 Z0  U0Þ
’ 2

@2i 
a2
þ 3H _þ 6ðH2 þ _HÞþ 3 €c þ 6H _c
þ @2i
_B
a
 @2i €EþH

@2i
B
a
 2@2i _E

þ  0

@
2
i 
’
a2
þ 3 €
’þ 3H _
’þ 6ðH2 þ _HÞ
’
 3 _’ð _þ _c Þ  6ðH _’þ €’Þ _’

@2i
B
a
 @2i _E

þ 3ð 02 þ  00Þf2 _’ _
’þðH _’þ €’Þ
’ 2 _’2g þ 3 _’2ð3 0 00 þ  000Þ
’
þ 12 _’3 
4
ð _
’ _’Þ þ 3 _’4 
0
4

’; (C11)
0i: ð þ pÞ@i
u ¼ @i

 0ð2 _
’H
’ 2 _’Þ  2 2ðHþ _c Þ þ

_’ Zþ2 _’ 02 þ 2 _’  00 þ 4 _’3 
4


’

;
(C12)
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ij: @i@j 12
ijð
þ 
pþ @
2
kÞ ¼ @i@j

2
þ c
a2
H

2
B
a
 3 _E

 _B
a
þ €E

þ  0

 2
a2

’ 2 _’

B
a
 _E

þ 
ij

 U0
’þ 2

H _ 2ð _H þ 3H2Þþ @
2
kc
a2
 €c  6H _c
H

@2k
B
a
 @2k _E

þ  0

@
2
k
’
a2
þ €
’þ 5H _
’þ 2ð3H2 þ _HÞ
’
 _’ _2ð5H _’þ €’Þ 5 _’ _c  _’

@2k
B
a
 @2k _E

þ ð 02 þ  00Þf2 _’ _
’þð5H _’þ €’Þ
’ 2 _’2g
þ _’2ð3 0 00 þ  000Þ
’þ 4 _’3 
4
ð _
’þ _’Þ  _’4 
0
4

’

: (C13)
These EOMs can be used to further specify or constrain a model. By solving (C11) and the trace of (C13) for @2i  and @
2
i c
and using the zeroth order EOMs together with (C12) and (C5), we can get the Poisson equations for the gravitational
potentials:
@2i c ¼
a2
2 2

 3a
2
2 2
Hð þ pÞ
uþ 3a2 _’
0

_c  a
2
2 2

_’2 Z 6H _’  0 þ 12 _’4 
4

þ
0

@2i 
’
þ a
2
2 2
_’

Zþ 12 _’2 
4

_
’ a
2
2 2

€’ Z3ð2 _HþH2Þ  0 þ 12 _’2 €’ 
4


’þ a

Hþ _’
0


ð@2i B a@2i _EÞ;
(C14)
@2i  ¼
a2
2 2

 9a
2
4 2
Hð þ pÞ
u a
2
2
@2i þ 3a2

_’
0

H
2

_c  a
2
2 2

_’2 Z 3Hð _’  0 H 2Þ þ 12 _’4 
4



0

@2i 
’þ
a2
2 2
_’

Zþ 12 _’2 
4

_
’ a
2
4 2

ð2 €’ 3H _’Þ Z 3ð2 _H  5H2Þ  0 þ 12 _’2ð2 €’H _’Þ 
4


’
Hað@2i B 2a@2i _EÞ  _’
0

að@2i B a@2i _EÞ  a@2i Bþ a2@2i €E; (C15)
the latter of which can be used to give the effective Newton
constant. The anisotropic stress follows from the i  j
component of (C13). Working in Longitudinal gauge
with E ¼ B ¼ 0 and for ordinary matter  ¼ 0 we find
c  ¼ 2
0


’: (C16)
We note that there is no anisotropic stress in the GR limit
where  ¼ 1.
APPENDIX D: fðRÞ MODELS AS EFFECTIVE
FIELD THEORIES
Next we turn to a brief discussion of fðRÞ theories as
effective field theories. While this class of theories seem to
belong to the class described by our master action Eq. (1),
we will see that a systematic expansion of the potential
does not give rise to a valid EFT for cosmic acceleration
today. In this Appendix only, we rescale the scalar ’ to be
dimensionless.
We reviewed in Sec. II B that fðRÞ is a scalar-tensor
theory with
2 ¼ 1þ f0ð’Þ; Z ¼ 0; U ¼ m
4
p
2
ð’f0  fÞ:
(D1)
and R ¼ m2p’.
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Let us next look at a general form for fðRÞ:
fð’Þ ¼ cn’n: (D2)
The potential is then [39]
~Uð’Þ ¼ m
4
p
2
cnðn 1Þ

e
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2=3
p
  1
ncn

n=ðn1Þ
e2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2=3
p
;
(D3)
where we have made the definition e
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2=3
p
 ¼ 1þ f0.
When 	 1, the scalar potential can be treated as an
effective field theory. Carrying out the expansion in the
leading power of , we find the scalar potential
~U ’ 4
 ﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
s


n=ðn1Þ
; (D4)
where
4 ¼ cnðn 1Þ
2ðncnÞn=ðn1Þ
m4p: (D5)
We immediately see that a sensible EFT for the scalar is
obtained at the level of the effective potential only for n >
1 or n < 0. To determine whether suitably sub-Planckian
vacuum expectation values can also be obtained, we derive
the evolution of the scalar as a function of time, by includ-
ing the coupling of the scalar field to matter:
~U ’ 4
 ﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
s


n=ðn1Þ 
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
s
m: (D6)
Note that except for special points, neither n > 1 nor n < 0
give rise to stable potentials in general, with the contribu-
tion from the matter coupling balancing against the ordi-
nary potential.12 Dark energy behavior in these potentials
must arise from a quintessence-like slow roll at late times.
The equation of state is thus
wþ 1 ¼ 2T
T þ V ¼
_2
3 ~H2
; (D7)
and using the equation of motion _ ¼ ~U0=3 ~H, we get
wþ 1 ¼ n
2 ~U2
3ðn 1Þ22tot2
: (D8)
Since ~U ’ tot in the accelerating epoch, in order to
achieve the observational requirement of w  1 we re-
quire super-Planckian vacuum expectation values (
1), implying an inconsistency in this theory as an EFT
for dark energy.13
APPENDIX E: COMPARISON WITH THE EFT OF
QUINTESSENCE
Our master action (1) can reproduce generic
quintessence-type models with EFT corrections:
S ¼
Z
d4x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp m2p
2
RþLð’Þ

; (E1)
where we ignore the matter contribution in order to con-
centrate on the scalar degrees of freedom, and we take the
background
L ð’Þ ¼ Pð’;XÞ ¼ 1
2
Zð’ÞXUð’Þ þ ð’Þ
4
X2 þ 
 
 
 ;
(E2)
with X ¼ g@’@’ and 
 
 
 representing terms
higher in the derivative expansion. Again, in this paper
wewill focus only on those backgrounds that admit such an
expansion dropping higher order terms, since they will be
further suppressed by the cutoff. The expansion of the
action with respect to the metric and ’ perturbations,
(C1) and (C2), respectively, can be obtained by straightfor-
ward algebra. Imposing the background EOMs
H2 ¼ 1
3m2p

 Lþ 2 
L

g00

¼ 1
3m2p
ð Pþ 2PX _’2Þ;
(E3)
_H þ 3
2
H2 ¼  1
2m2p
L ¼  1
2m2p
P; (E4)
P’  2@tðPX _’Þ  6HPX _’ ¼ 0; (E5)
we get
12An exception is n ¼ 2, which gives rise to a stable potential.
13The models with potentials with 0< n< 1, although not
making sense in terms of an EFT expansion in powers of
=mp, have stabilized minima. But the equation of state for  is
wþ 1 ¼  @ log ~U
3@ loga
: (D9)
Since the potential has the minimum of
h ~Ui ¼ 

n 1
4

n1m
n

n
; (D10)
we get
wþ 1 ¼  a
3h ~Ui
dh ~Ui
da
¼  n
3
a
m
dm
da
¼ ns
3
; (D11)
where we use m / as. Thus, significant deviations from w 1 does occur in this case too.
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Sk-essence ¼
m2p
2
Z
d4xa3

2
a2
ð@ic Þ2  4
a2
@i@ic  6 _c 2  12H _c  2

_H þ 3H2  2
m2p

2L
ð
g00Þ2

2
 4

@2i B
a
 @2i _E

ð _c þHÞ

þ 1
2
Z
d4xa3


2L

 _’2
_
’2 þ 

2L

@i’
@j’
@i
’@j
’
þ


2L

’2
 3H 

2L

’
 _’
 @t


2L

’
 _’


’2 þ

4 

2L

g00
’
þ 12H 

2L

g00
 _’
þ 4@t


2L

g00
 _’


þ 4 

2L

g00
 _’
_ 2
L

 _’
ð _ 3 _c Þ þ 4 

2L

g0i
@j’
@i@jB
a
 2
L

 _’
@2i _E


’

¼ m
2
p
2
Z
d4xa3

2
a2
ð@ic Þ2  4
a2
@i@ic  6 _c 2  12H _c  2

_H þ 3H2  2
m2p
PXX _’
4

2
 4

@2i B
a
 @2i _E

ð _c þHÞ

þ 1
2
Z
d4xa3

ð4PXX _’2 þ 2PXÞ _
’2  2
a2
PXð@i
’Þ2
þ ðP’’  6HPX’ _’ 2@tðPX’ _’ÞÞ
’2 þ 4

ðPX’ _’2 þ 6HðPXX _’3 þ PX _’Þ þ 2@tðPXX _’3 þ PX _’ÞÞ
þ ð2PXX _’3 þ PX _’Þ _þ 3PX _’ _c þPX _’

@2i B
a
 @2i _E


’

; (E6)
where the variations of L are evaluated at the background
and PX ¼ @P@X j0, etc. We ignore the irrelevant zeroth order
pieces, whereas the first order terms are eliminated by the
background EOMs.
We can compare this with the literature. For example,
[19] used Lð’Þ ¼ PðXÞ and perturbed the scalar by
’ ¼ ’þ _’þ 12 €’2 þ 
 
 
 ; (E7)
to obtain the scalar action quadratic in 
S;literature ¼
Z
d4xa3

ð2PXX _’4 þ PX _’2Þ _2
 PX _’2 ð@iÞ
2
a2
þ 3 _HPX _’22

: (E8)
On the other hand, with P ¼ PðXÞ and the obvious iden-
tification of

’ ¼ _’þ 12 €’2 þ 
 
 
 ; (E9)
the Oð2Þ part of our (E6) is
S2 ¼
Z
d4xa3

ð2PXX _’2 þ PXÞð _’ _þ €’Þ2
 PX _’2 ð@iÞ
2
a2

¼
Z
d4xa3

ð2PXX _’4 þ PX _’2Þ _2  PX _’2 ð@iÞ
2
a2
 ð3HQ _’ €’þ _Q _’ €’þQ _’ ’:::Þ2

; (E10)
where Q ¼ 2PXX _’2 þ PX. Taking the time derivative of
(E5)
0 ¼ @tð2PXX _’2 €’þ PX €’þ 3HPX _’Þ
¼ _Q €’þQ ’:::þ 3HQ €’þ 3 _HPX _’; (E11)
we get
S2 ¼
Z
d4xa3

ð2PXX _’4 þ PX _’2Þ _2  PX _’2 ð@iÞ
2
a2
þ 3 _HPX _’22

; (E12)
which agrees with the result appearing in (E8).
APPENDIX F: CONFORMALTRANSFORMATIONS
We take the action in the Jordan frame,
S ¼
Z
dDx
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp m2p
2
Fð’ÞR 1
2
hð’Þð@’Þ2 Uð’Þ
þLmðc m; gÞ

; (F1)
and transform it to the Einstein frame by introducing a new
metric
~g  ¼ 2g; (F2)
which depends explicitly on ’—demonstrating that in the
new frame matter couplings depend on the evolution of the
scalar and the motion of particles does not follow geo-
desics. Under this transformation, we find
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp ¼ D ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ~gp ; (F3)
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R ¼ 2

~Rþ 2ðD 1Þ ~h ln
 ðD 2ÞðD 1Þ~g
~@~@
2

; (F4)
so that the Einstein frame action becomes
~S ¼
Z
dDx
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ~gp Dm2p
2
2Fð’Þ

~Rþ 2ðD 1Þ ~h ln
 ðD 2ÞðD 1Þ~g
~@~@
2

 1
2
hð’Þ2ð~@’Þ2 Uð’Þ þLmðc m;2~gÞ

:
(F5)
We see a canonical gravity term is possible by choosing
2 ¼ F2=ðD2Þ.
Specializing to D ¼ 4 the Einstein frame quantities are
related to the Jordan frame ones by
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ~gp ¼ 4 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp ;
~h	 ¼ 2ðh	þ 2g1@@	Þ;
~R ¼ 2

R 6h ln 6 ð@Þ
2
2

:
(F6)
and with 2 ¼ F we find
~S ¼
Z
d4x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ~gp m2p
2
~R 1
2
3m2pF
02 þ 2hF
2F2
ð~@’Þ2
 F2Uð’Þ þ F2Lmðc m;2~gÞ

; (F7)
where a prime denotes the derivative with respect to ’.
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